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THEN:

Looking souchfrom Virginia Street on Fifth Avenue to the new Medical Dental Building, ca 1925.

Towers of power and light
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pleted in 1925, a photographer climbed

to the roof of the Wilson Business College,
one long block north at Fifth Avenue and
Virginia Street, and recorded this view

looking back at the grand new health
center's soaring irregularities. The new

skyscraper- built at the Times Square
"corne r" of Fifth, Olive Way, Stewart
Street and Westlake Avenue- was a brilliam tribute to asymmetry, crowned with
a small stepping tower.
The Medical Dental Building is dist inctive not so much for its odd, soaring
shape as for its gleaming tiles, which at
the time were the preferred skin ofbuildings throughout the business district
- if the tiles could be afforded. The new
building continued the clean, reflecting NOW : Sherrard climbed to the roof of the Griffin Buildglow of the brilliant Frederick & Nelson ing at Fifth and Virginia for his look south on Fifth.
Department Store (1918), seen here
behind it at Fifth and Pine Street. It also
complemented the brilliance of architects Bebb "teens," the big wooden box with small towand Gould's home for The Seattle Times. The ers and simple bays was a Victorian hangover
Times Square Building (at right, with flag) is constructed soon after the Denny Regrade had
both cut like a piece of cake and decorated like lowered Denny Hill west of Fifth to its present
grades in 1910-11.
one with a terra-cotta eggshell "frosting."
The Rainbow survived into the 1930s, when it
Apart from these buoyant structures, practically all else in this view is dark, and made of was replaced with a small service station. Now it
wood and warm brick. For instance, the top is a mere parking lot. •
three stories of The Times home rise above the
Check out Paul Dorpc~t and Jta~~ Shtrnlrd's !nor
dark Hotel Rainbow. Although here only in its
at www.pauldorpc~t.oom.

